Homotopy type theory is a formal language for doing abstract homotopy theory -the study of identifications. But in unmodified homotopy type theory, there is no way to say that these identifications come from identifying the path-connected points of a space. In other words, we can do abstract homotopy theory, but not algebraic topology. Shulman's Real Cohesive HoTT remedies this issue by introducing a system of modalities that relate the spatial structure of types to their homotopical structure. In this paper, we develop a theory of modal fibrations for a general modality, and apply it in particular to the shape modality of Real Cohesion. To demonstrate the use of these modal fibrations, we calculate the homotopy type of the topological circle without using the higher inductive circle as an intermediary, and classify the n-fold covers of the circle.
Introduction
While homotopy theory -the study of identifications -has been well developed in homotopy type theory, algebraic topology -the study of the connectivity of space -has been somewhat lacking. This is because Book HoTT (the homotopy type theory of the HoTT Book [8] ) has no way of saying that a type is the homotopy type of another type. While we can define both the homotopy circle S 1 as a higher inductive type and the topological circle S 1 :≡ {(x, y) :
in Book HoTT alone we do not have the tools to say that S 1 is the homotopy type of S 1 . In his Real Cohesive Homotopy Type Theory [7] , Shulman solves this issue by adding a system of modalities which includes the shape modality S that takes a type X to its homotopy type S X. In Real Cohesive HoTT, every type has a spatial structure and every map is continuous with respect to this spatial structure. This spatial structure is distinct from the homotopical structure of identifications that every type has in homotopy type theory. But these two structures are brought together by the S modality, which allows us to identify points by giving spatial paths between them.
As with any modality, there is a modal unit (−) S : X → S X, a quotient map of sorts, which is the universal map from X to a discrete type -one with only homotopical and no spatial structure. For any map f : X → Y , we have a naturality square which induces a map from the fiber of f over y : Y to its homotopy fiber, the fiber of S f :
The fibers of maps between discrete types are themselves discrete, so the map δ : fib f (y) → fib S f (y S ) factors uniquely through (−) S : fib f (y) → S fib f (y) by the universal property of the unit. This gives us a useful diagram ( Figure 1 ) which I like to call the modal prism.
Looking through the modal prism, we see a rainbow of different possibilities for a function f : X → Y . • S-étale if its fibers are its homotopy fibers, that is, if δ is an equivalence for all y : Y .
• a S-equivalence if its homotopy fibers are contractible, that is, if fib S f (y S ) is contractible for all y : Y ,
• a S-fibration if the homotopy type of its fibers are its homotopy fibers, that is, if γ is an equivalence for all y : Y .
The notions of modal maps, connected maps and modal equivalences appear in the HoTT Book ( [8] ). For the n-truncation modality, these are n-truncated and n-connected maps respectively, with modal equivalences not given a specific name. The notion of modalétale map is due to Wellen as a "formallyétale map" in [10] , building on work of Schreiber in the setting of higher topos theory [6] , and in the case of S as a "modal covering" in [9] .
For the shape modality, a map is modal when it has discrete fibers, and is a modal equivalence, or (weak) homotopy equivalence, when it induces an equivalence on homotopy types. It is modally connected when it has the stronger property that its fibers are its its homotopy fibers; for comparison, consider the inclusion x : R → R 2 of the x-axis, which is clearly a homotopy equivalence but is not S-connected since some of its fibers are empty. Finally, an S-étale map is a strong relative of a covering map; it has a unique lifting against any homotopy equivalence.
The notion of modal fibration is, as far as I know, novel to this paper. In Section 2, we will refresh ourselves on modalities and look through the modal prism to see the different kinds of functions associated with a modality. Then we will develop the basic theory of !-fibrations for an arbitrary modality !, and justify the name. In particular, we will prove in Theorem 2.15 that a map f : X → Y is an !-fibration if and only if the type family ! fib f factors through the modal unit (−) ! : X → ! X. For the modality S, this means that a map is an S-fibration if and only if the homotopy type of its fiber over y : Y is locally constant in y.
In Section 3, we give a trick for showing that a map is a S-fibration in Real Cohesive HoTT. We prove that the classifying types of bundles of discrete structures are themselves discrete (see Theorem 3.10 for the precise statement). As a corollary, we find that maps whose fibers are merely constant discrete structures are S-fibrations.
Finally, in Section 4, we will show how this theory can be applied to synthetic algebraic topology. Because the homotopy type of the fibers of an S-fibration are its homotopy fibers, whenever
is a fiber sequence with p an S-fibration, S F → S E S p − → S B is also a fiber sequence. Using the fact that the fibers of the map (cos, sin) : R → S 1 are merely equivalent to Z, the trick of Section 3 implies that this map is an S-fibration, and that therefore,
is a fiber sequence. Since S R ≃ * is contractible, this calculates the loop space of the topological circle S 1 without passing through the higher inductive circle S 1 . After this, we classify the n-fold covers of the circle in Theorem 4.5. Following Wellen [9] , we define a covering map to be an S 1 -étale map whose fibers are sets, where S 1 is the modality whose modal types are discrete 1-types. Using the trick from Section 3, a map is an n-fold cover just when all of its fibers have n elements. By Theorem 2.15, the fibers of a cover depend only on the fundamental groupoid of the base. Since the fundamental groupoid of S 1 is generated by its single loop, an n-fold cover of the circle is determined by what transporting around this loop does to the elements of a fiber. Since transporting around the loop permutes the elements of a fiber, the n-fold covers of the circle are classified by the permutations of n elements. Even better, in Theorem 4.6 we prove that the connected components of the total space of an n-fold cover corresponds to the cycle type of its associated permutation.
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Modalities and the Modal Prism
A modality is a way of changing what it means for two elements of a type to be identified. To each type X, we associate a new type !X and a function (−) ! : X → !X. For two points x, y : X to be identified by the modality then means that x ! = y ! as elements of !X. Here are a few examples of modalities, with emphasis on those we will focus on in this paper.
• With the trivial modality !X = * , any two points are uniquely identified.
• With the n-truncation modality − n , two points are identified by giving an (n − 1)-truncated identification between them. The base case is X −2 = * , the trivial modality.
• With the shape modality S, two points may be identified by giving a path between them (that is, a map from the real line R which sends 0 to one point and 1 to the other). We call S X the homotopy type of a type X.
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• With the crystalline modality I, two points may be identified by giving an infinitesimal path between them. We call IX the de Rham stack of a type X.
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While the elementary theory of modalities appeared in the HoTT Book [8] , the notion was developed more fully by Rijke, Shulman, and Spitters in [5] . In that paper, they give equivalences between 4 different notions of modality and prove a number of useful lemmas along the way. We will take our modalities to be "higher modalities", one of the many equivalent notions of modality. Definition 2.1. A higher modality consists of a modal operator ! : Type → Type together with, for each type X, a modal unit (−) ! : X → !X and
• For every A : Type and P : !A → Type, an induction principle
• For any u, v : !A, the modal unit (−)
We say a type X is !-modal if (−) ! : X → ! X is an equivalence, and we define Type ! :≡ (X : Type) × is!Modal(X) to be the universe of !-modal types. A type X is !-separated if for all x, y : X, the type of identifications x = y is !-modal.
A modality is in particular a reflective subuniverse; pre-composition by (−)
! gives an equivalence
whenever Z is !-modal (see Theorem 1.13 of [5] ). Any map η : X → K from X to a modal type K which satisfies the same property is called a !-unit, since from this property it can be show that K ≃ ! X and η = (−) ! over this equivalence. Modal types are closed under the basic operations of type theory in the following way.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a type and P : X → Type a family of types.
• If X is modal and for all x : X, P x is modal, then (x : X) × P x is modal.
• If for all x : X, P x is modal, then (x : X) → P x is modal.
Proof. See Theorem 1.32 and Lemma 1.26 of [5] .
As a corollary, a number of useful properties of modal types are also modal. Corollary 2.3. Let A be a modal type. Then
is modal. If B is also a modal type and f : A → B, then
is modal.
When we use the induction principle of a modality, it often makes sense to think of it "backwards". That is, we think of the induction principle as saying that in order to map out of ! A into a modal type, it suffices to map out of A. Or, with variables, in order to define T (u) : ! P (u) for u : ! A, it suffices to assume that u ≡ a ! for a : A. Explicitly, we can define let-notation for modal induction as
In prose, we will just say that !-induction lets us assume u is of the form a ! . We can extend the operation of ! to a functor using the induction principle.
Using the computation rule, we get a naturality square
Any commuting square induces a map from the fiber of the left map to the fiber of the right. Therefore, we get the map δ :
is modal. Therefore, this map factors through ! fib f (y) uniquely, giving us the modal prism.
By looking at a function through the modal prism, we see it split into a rainbow of different possibilities. Four of these possibilities arrange themselves into orthogonal factorization systems; the other gives a mediating notion which is the focus of this paper. ! is an equivalence for all y : Y ,
• !-étale if δ is an equivalence for all y : Y .
• a !-equivalence if fib ! f (y ! ) is contractible for all y : Y ,
• a !-fibration if γ is an equivalence for all y : Y .
Remark 2.5. By a quick application of !-induction, we see that f is a !-equivalence if and only if ! f is an equivalence. And, by the lemma that a square is a pullback if and only if the induced map on fibers is an equivalence, f is !-étale if and only if its naturality square is a pullback.
We can see relations between these definitions right off the bat.
Lemma 2.6. Let f : X → Y . Then:
1. f is !-étale if and only if it is !-modal and a !-fibration.
2. f is !-connected if and only if it is a !-equivalence and a !-fibration.
Proof. Since the modal prism commutes, if f is !-modal and a !-fibration, then it is !-étale. On the other hand, since fib ! f (y ! ) is modal, if f is !-étale then fib f (y) is !-modal and so (−) ! is an equivalence and then so is γ.
If f is a !-equivalence and a !-fibration, then ! fib f (y) is contractible as it is equivalent to the contractible fib ! f (y ! ). On the other hand, if f is !-connected, then it is a !-equivalence by Lemma 1.35 of [5] , and so γ is a map between contractible types and is therefore an equivalence.
Recall that any function f : X → Y gives an equivalence X ≃ (y : Y ) × fib f (y) over Y . Therefore, by totalizing the modal prism, we can find two factorizations of any map f , connected in the middle by tot(γ):
In [5] , Rijke, Shulman, and Spitters prove that the left factorization is a stable orthogonal factorization system. In particular, tot((−) ! ) is !-connected, and fst : (y : Y ) × ! fib f (y) → Y is !-modal, and these are the unique !-connected/!-modal factorization of f . The connected/modal factorization of a map f is also preserved under pullback; if y : A → Y is any map, then the factorization of the pullback y * f is the pullback of the factorization of f along y.
This can be seen most clearly by viewing the factorization system from the point of view of type families. A map f : X → Y corresponds to the type family fib f : Y → Type, and its modal factor corresponds to the type family ! fib f : Y → Type. On type families, pullback along y : A → Y corresponds to composition, so y * f corresponds to λa : A. fib f (ya) : A → Type. The modal factorization of the pullback y * is then λa : A. ! fib f (ya), which is precisely the pullback of the modal factorization of f .
In his thesis [4] , Rijke proves that the right factorization is an orthogonal factorization system. In particular, tot(δ) is a !-equivalence and fst : (y : Y ) × fib ! f (y ! ) → Y is !-étale, and this is the unique !-equivalence/!-étale factorization of f . From this theory, we will just need to know that !-étale maps are closed under pullback, which appears as Corollary 6.1.10 in [4] .
Modal Fibrations
Recall that a map f : X → Y is a !-fibration if and only if the induced map γ : ! fib f (y) → fib !f (y ! ) is an equivalence for all y : Y . In other words, f : X → Y is a !-fibration if ! preserves its fibers in the sense that whenever
is a fiber sequence (for any pointing of Y ), so is
In other words, a !-fibration is a map f whose fibers "correctly represent" the fibers of !f . For example, consider the shape modality S. An S-fibration is a map f : X → Y whose fibers have the same homotopy type as its homotopy fibers, the fibers of its induced map S f : S X → S Y on homotopy types. An example of a map which isn't a fibration is the inclusion i : S 1 → R 2 of the unit circle into the real plane. As i is an embedding, its fibers are propositions and so their homotopy types are propositions. But the induced map S i : S S 1 → S R 2 is equivalent to the terminal map S S 1 → * since S R 2 is contractible, and so all the fibers of S i are equivalent to S S 1 which is not a proposition. Later on, we will see a trick that will let us prove that the map (cos, sin) : R → S 1 is a S-fibration. As a corollary, S will preserve the fiber sequence Z → R → S 1 , which will allow us to calculate the loops space of S S 1 without passing through the higher inductive circle S 1 . This is the sense in which a !-fibration is a "fibration". It most closely resembles the notion of quasifibration of topological spaces introduced by Dold and Thom in [2] , which is a continuous map f : X → Y such that for all y ∈ Y , the canonical map from the inverse image f -1 (y) to the homotopy fiber fib f (y) is a weak equivalence. If, seeking analogy, we take "weak equivalence" to be !-equivalence (which, for S, means that a map is a weak equivalence if it induces an equivalence on homotopy types), then a !-fibration is map f whose fibers are weakly equivalent to its "modal fibers", the fibers of ! f .
However, the notion of !-fibration is somewhat more robust than the notion of quasi-fibration, even in the case of S. As we will see, !-fibrations are closed under pullback, while quasi-fibrations are not. In this sense, they more closely resemble the universal quasi-fibrations introduced by Goodwillie in a letter to the ALGTOP mailing list [3] . Intuitively, this is because universal quantification in type theory says more than it does in set theory -it implies a liminal sort of continuity. We will come back to this subtle point in the next section when we introduce the notion of a crisp variable from Shulman's Real Cohesion [7] in order to give a trick for showing a map is a S-fibration.
Before we get there, let's develop the basic theory of !-fibrations for a general modality. First, we will characterize !-fibrations as those maps on which the two factorization systems of ! agree. Lemma 2.7. For f : X → Y , the following are equivalent:
1. f is a !-fibration.
2. The !-modal factor of f is !-étale.
3. The !-equivalence factor of f is !-connected. 4 . The !-connected/!-modal and !-equivalence/!-étale factorizations of f are equal as factorizations of f .
Proof. We will first show that the first two conditions are equivalent; then we will argue that the last three are all equivalent by the uniqueness of each factorization.
By Lemma 1.24 of [5] , the unique factorization of the map λ(x, y).
) is an equivalence. Therefore, the composite
is a !-unit. So, for any y : Y , we get a diagram
in which the bottom right square is a !-naturality square. The map f is a !-fibration if and only if the connecting map γ is an equivalence for all y : Y , and this happens if and only if the bottom right square is a pullback. But the bottom right square is a pullback precisely when fst : (y :
On the other hand, the last condition implies the middle two by simply transporting the properties. Each of the middle two also imply the last by the uniqueness of each factorization. Without loss of generality, consider the second condition. The !-connected factor of f is always a !-equivalence, so if the modal factor of f is !-étale then the !-connected/!-modal factorization is a !-equivalence/!-étale factorization and so is equal to the canonical one by the uniqueness of such factorizations.
As a corollary, we can prove that !-fibrations are closed under pullback by piggy-backing off the closure of !-étale maps under pullback. Proof. Pulling back the !-modal factor of f along y yields the !-modal factor of the pullback of f along y. If f is a !-fibration, then its !-modal factor is !-étale, and so its pullback is also !-étale by Corollary 6.1.10 in [4] . But then the pullback of f is a !-fibration, as we wanted.
We now have the tools to characterize !-fibrations in another way. A modality is called lex if it preserves all pullbacks. Not all modalities are lex; for example, the truncation modalities are not, and nor is S. The !-fibrations are precisely the maps along which ! is lex. That is, ! preserves all pullbacks of a map f if and only if that map is a !-fibration. Theorem 2.9. A map f : X → Y is a !-fibration if and only if ! preserves every pullback of it in the sense that whenever the square on the left is a pullback, so is the square on the right.
Proof. If ! preserves all pullbacks of f , then by taking B ≡ * , we see that ! prerserves all fibers of f which by definition makes it a !-fibration. On the other hand, suppose that f is a !-fibration and that the square on the left above is a pullback. Then the connecting map α : fib g (a) → fib f (ya) is an equivalence for all a : A. Furthermore, g is also a !-fibration and therefore the maps γ f : ! fib f (ya) → fib !f ((ya) ! ) and γ g : ! fib g (a) → fib !g (a ! ) are equivalences for all a : A. These maps fit together into a commuting square:
Since the sides and top are equivalences, the bottom is also an equivalence. Now, in order to show that the square on the right is a pullback, we need for the induced map ζ : fib !g (u) → fib !f (!y(u)) to be an equivalence for all u : !B. But we have only shown it for u ≡ a ! , since !y(a ! ) = (ya) ! by naturality. Luckily, as both fib !g (u) and fib !f (!y(u)) are !-modal, isEquiv(ζ) is also !-modal for all u : !B. We may therefore assume that u ≡ a ! by !-induction.
As a corollary of this, we can prove a partial stability of the !-equivalence/!-étale factorization system. A factorization system is stable if the left class is stable under pullback. The class of !-equivalences is not stable under pullback in general. For example, consider the following pullback
Though the bottom map is an S-equivalence since R is homotopically contractible, the top map is not an S-equivalence. On the other hand, !-equivalences are preserved by pullback along !-fibrations. Proof. Since f is a !-fibration, the square
is also a pullback. But ! y is an equivalence by hypothesis, and therefore so is ! x.
We can also use Theorem 2.9 to show that !-fibrations are closed under composition with a just bit of pullback pasting. Proof. Suppose that the outer rectangle in the following diagram is a pullback.
Let P be the pullback of g along z, and note that k factors through P . By the pullback pasting lemma, both inner squares are then pullbacks. Since f and g are both fibrations, both these pullbacks are preserved by !, and this means that applying ! to the outer rectangle yields a pullback.
All this pullback preserving lets us add another condition to the long list of equivalent conditions for lexness in Theorem 3.1 of [5] .
Lemma 2.12. The following are equivalent:
1. The modality ! is lex. 
5. The universal map Type * → Type is a !-fibration.
Proof. Conditions 1 and 2 are equivalent by the characterization of !-fibrations in terms of pullback preservation, and condition 2 trivially implies conditions 3 and 4. Every map between !-modal types is !-étale since for !-modal types the modal units are equivalences. Therefore, the connecting map γ : ! fib f (y) → fib ! f (y ! ) is !-étale and in particular a !-fibration for any map f : X → Y and y : Y . This means that condition 3 implies condition 4. On the other hand, since !-fibrations are closed under composition, if tot(γ) is a !-fibration then the !-modal factor of any map f : X → Y is a !-fibration, as it is the composite of tot(γ) and the !-étale factor of f . Therefore, by Lemma 2.7, f is a !-fibration, so that condition 4 implies condition 2.
Finally, the last condition is equivalent to the second since !-fibrations are closed under pullback.
For the case of S, Theorem 2.9 gives us a sufficient condition for a pullback to be a homotopy pullback (that is, a pullback on homotopy types): if one of the legs is an S-fibration, then the pullback is a homotopy pullback.
All objects are "fibrant" with respect to !-fibrations in the sense that the terminal map is always a !-fibration. We can say something more -every projection map fst : A × B → A is a !-fibration.
Lemma 2.13. For any types A and B, the projection map fst : A × B → A is a !-fibration.
Proof. This follows directly from the fact that ! preserves products. The map (−)
is a !-unit by Lemma 1.27 of [5] , and so for any a : A we get a map of fiber sequences:
where the bottom square is a !-naturality square. The induced map γ :! fib fst (a) → fib ! fst (a ! ) is therefore equal to the identity map of ! B, and so is an equivalence. 
Y
Type * fib f
Z
We have just shown that such maps are !-fibrations, but we can do better. We can show that a map is a !-fibration if and only if it has !-locally constant !-fibers in the sense made precise in the upcoming Theorem 2.15. First, we prove a similar characterization of !-étale maps. commute. Putting these two facts together, we find that the naturality square for fst : (y : Y ) × Ey → Y is a pullback and that therefore it is !-étale. We can give this equivalence explicitly as a quasi-isomorphism. Let α : (u : !Y ) ×Ẽu → !((y : Y ) × Ey) be given by α(y ! ,ẽ) = (y, w -1 (ẽ)) and β : !((y : Y ) × Ey) → (u : !Y ) ×Ẽu be given by β((y, e) ! ) = (y ! , w(e)). These are quickly shown to be inverse, and they make the diagram commute by a simple appeal to !-induction.
To show that the type of such factorizations is a proposition, we just need to show that any factorization equals (fib ! fst , γ). But this is precisely what the equivalence α above shows when translated back from maps into ! Y to families depending on ! Y . 1. f is a !-fibration.
! preserves all fibers of f .
3. ! preserves all pullbacks along f . 4 . The !-connected/!-modal and !-equivalence/!-étale factorizations of f agree.
The !-modal factor of f is !-étale.
6. The !-equivalence factor of f is !-connected.
The connecting map tot(γ) between the two factorizations of f is a !-fibration.
8. f has !-locally constant !-fibers in the sense that ! fib f : Y → Type ! factors through ! Y .
Discrete Classifying Types and S-Fibrations
In this section, we will present a trick for showing that a map is an S-fibration, making use of Theorem 2.15. We'll begin with a brief refresher on Shulman's Real Cohesive Homotopy Type Theory, specifically on the notion of crisp variables and the ♭ comodality. For a full account, see [7] .
For the reader who isn't too familiar with Real Cohesion and doesn't feel like getting too familiar with it, worry not. The details in this section revolve around the notion of crisp objects, which will be explained below. But every object (type or element) which appears in the empty context -that is to say, with no free variables in its definition -is crisp. Therefore, if you need a heuristic for understanding what it means to, say, have a crisp type Z :: Type, just imagine that this means that Z has no free variables in its definition. For example, N, Z, R, and Type are all crisp types, while 0 : N, π : R, and λx. x 2 + 2 : R → R are all crisp elements since they have no free variables.
Crisp Variables and the ♭ Comodality
In type theory, if you can argue that for all x : X, there is an f (x) : Y , then you have given a function f : X → Y in the process. In Shulman's Real Cohesive HoTT, all functions will be continuous in a topological sense. So, saying that for x : X we have a f (x) : Y means that f (x) must depend continuously on x. But not all dependencies are continuous. What if we want to express a discontinuous dependence?
To address this concern, Shulman introduces the notion of a "crisp variable"
a :: A to express a discontinuous dependence. Hypothesizing a :: A means that we can use a in a discontinuous manner; one way this is realized is in the crisp Law of Excluded middle.
Axiom 1 (Crisp excluded middle). For any crisp P :: Prop, we have P ∨ ¬P .
This axiom lets us use case analysis when assuming a crisp element of a set, even if the set has a native topology that wouldn't admit case analysis constructively (such as the Dedekind real numbers R, which cannot constructively be separated into two disjoint parts).
Any variable appearing in the type of a crisp variable must also be crisp, and a crisp variable may only be substituted by expressions that only involve crisp variables. When all the variables in an expression are crisp, we say that that expression is crisp. Constants -like 0 : N or N : Type -appearing in an empty context are therefore always crisp. This means that one cannot give a closed form example of a term which is not crisp; all terms with no free variables are crisp. For emphasis, we will say that a term which is not crisp is cohesive. The rules for crisp type theory can be found in Section 2 of [7] .
One way to think of the difference between a cohesive dependence -for all x : X, f (x) : Y -and a crisp dependence -for all x :: X, f (x) : Y -is that the former expresses that f (x) depends on a generic x : X, whereas in the latter we are saying that for each individual x, there is an f (x). The difference between these two sorts of universal quantification mimics the difference between universal quantification in Book HoTT versus in set theory.
Given a crisp type X, we can remove its spatial structure to get a discrete type ♭X. If X is a set, ♭X can be thought of as its set of points. 3 The rules for ♭ can be found in Section 4 of [7] . They may be summed up by saying that ♭X is inductively generated by elements of the form x ♭ for crisp x :: X. In particular, whenever we have type family C : ♭X → Type, an x : ♭X, and an element f (u) : C(u ♭ ) depending on a crisp u :: X, we get an element let
and if
We have an inclusion (−) ♭ : ♭X → X given by x ♭ :≡ let u ♭ := x in u.
Definition 3.1. A crisp type X :: Type is crisply discrete if the counit (−) ♭ : ♭X → X is an equivalence.
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The shape or homotopy type S X of a type X is defined to be the localization of X at the type of Dedekind real numbers R (see Definition 9.6 of [7] ). We call S-modal types discrete. The main axiom of Real Cohesion, which ties the liminal sort of topology implied by the use of crisp variables to the concrete topology of the real numbers, is that for crisp types being discrete and being crisply discrete coincide.
Axiom 2 (R ♭).
A crisp type X :: Type is crisply discrete if and only if it is discrete. That is, (−) ♭ : ♭X → X is an equivalence if and only if (−) S : X → S X is an equivalence.
Since S is given by localization at a small type 5 , it is accessible in the sense of [5] . Therefore, by Lemma 2.24 of [5] , it may be extended canonically to any larger universe. For this reason, and because ♭ is universe polymorphic, we will elide the size issues in the the use of S in this section and, for example, consider the type of discrete types Type S to be S-separated.
Remark 3.2. Though we have framed this section as taking place in the setting of Real Cohesion, it in fact will mostly use the "locally contractible" part of the theory -namely, crisp variables, the comodality ♭, the modality S, and the axiom relating them for crisp types. The only extra condition is that ♭ commute with propositional truncation, which, as proven in [7] , uses the codiscrete modality #. It also follows from the fact (Proposition 8.8 of [7] ) that propositions are discrete which only uses that S is given by localization at a family of pointed types.
Therefore, the trick presented in this section should work equally well in other settings that have an adjoint ! ⊣ ? modality/comodality pair implemented using crisp variables in which ? preserves propositional truncation. An likely example of such a situation would be the adjoint pair I ⊣ & between the crystaline modality I which is given by localizing at a family of infinitesimal types, and the infinitesimal flat modality & which appears (in the language of ∞-toposes, rather than type theory) in Schreiber's [6] . Since the infinitesimal types that I is the localization at are all pointed, propositions are crystaline and so & commutes with propositional truncation. In this setting, Corollary 3.11 would be used with Lemma 2.14 to show that the projections of certain bundles are I-étale (that is, formallyétale or locally diffeomorphic).
Discrete Classifying Types
In this section, we will show that the classifying types of bundles of crisply discrete structures are themselves discrete. As a corollary, the fibers of such a bundle depend only on the homotopy type of the base space. We will use this fact to show that maps whose fibers have a merely constant homotopy type -merely equivalent to some crisply discrete type -are S-fibrations.
First, we need a good notion of "type of discrete objects". We will call these types locally discrete.
Definition 3.3.
A type X is locally discrete if it is S-separated, that is, for all x, y : X, x = y is discrete. A crisp type X is locally crisply discrete if for all crisp x, y :: X, x = y is crisply discrete.
That we can think of locally discrete types as being types of discrete objects is justified by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. The type Type S of discrete types is locally discrete.
Proof. For any modality, the types of identifications between modal types are equivalent to modal types. In particular, Type S is separated relative to the canonical extension of S to any universe containing Type.
In [1] , Christensen, Opie, Rijke, and Scoccola show that if a modality ! is given by localization at a type X, then the !-separated types also form a modality whose operator is given by localization at the suspension ΣX (see Lemma 2.15 and Remark 2.16 of [1] ). As a corollary, we get that locally discrete types are closed under dependent sums.
Lemma 3.5. If X is locally discrete and P : X → Type is a family of locally discrete types, then (x : X)×P x is locally discrete.
We can package this result into a useful extension of the idea that a locally discrete type is a type of discrete objects. Many structured objects are captured by the notion of a standard notion of structure, which appears in the HoTT Book [8] in Section 9.8 as a tool to prove the structure identity principle. A standard notion of structure on a category C is a pair (P, H) where P : C 0 → Type assigns to each object of C its type of (P, H)-structures (and H gives a notion of homomorphism between such structures). For example, a group is a standard notion of structure on the category of sets by letting P take each set to the set of group structures on it. We can read the previous lemma as saying that discretely structured discrete objects are also discrete, in the following way.
Corollary 3.6. Let C be a category whose type of objects C 0 is locally discrete type, and (P, H) be a standard notion of structure on C such that for all x : C 0 , P x is discrete. Then the type of (P, H) structures is locally discrete.
Proof. The type of structures is just the dependant sum (x : C 0 ) × P x, which is locally discrete by the above corollary.
There are two ways to say a crisp type X :: Type is discrete: either (−) ♭ : ♭X → X is an equivalence or (−) S : X → S X is an equivalence. Correspondingly, there are two ways to say that a crisp type is locally discrete, which we have given the names of locally discrete and locally crisply discrete. Though a crisp type which is locally discrete will always be locally crisply discrete, these two notions are likely not equivalent in general since the latter only quantifies over crisp elements of X. We can, however, give another characterization of locally crisply discrete types. Proof. Recall the left exactness of ♭ (Theorem 6.1 of [7] ); we have an equivalence ♭(x = y) ≃ x ♭ = y ♭ for all crisp x, y :: X making the following diagram commute:
Now, X is locally crisply discrete if and only if the downwards map on the left is an equivalence, and (−) ♭ is an embedding if and only if the downwards map on the right is an equivalence. Now we turn to classifying types. In general, any type X can be seen as "classifying" the maps into it. This rather abstract way of thinking is more useful the more readily the objects of X can be turned into types, since maps into Type correspond to arbitrary bundles of types. For an x : X, the following general definition gives a classifying type for "bundles of xs". Definition 3.8. For a type X and a term x : X, we define
This notation is inspired by the notation for the classifying space BG of principal G-bundles for a topological group G. If G ≃ Aut X (x) is the group of automorphisms of some object (as, for example,
, then BAut X (x) as defined above does classify principal G-bundles. If Aut X (x) has a recognizable name G, we will write BG for BAut X (x).
We will now show that if X is crisply locally discrete, and x :: X is a crisp element, then BAut X (x) is discrete.
Lemma 3.9. For any crisp type X and crisp x :: X, we have an equivalence ♭ BAut X (x) ≃ BAut ♭X (x ♭ ) making the following triangle commute:
Proof. Consider the following equivalence:
The first equivalence follows from Lemma 6.8, the second from Corollary 6.7, and the third from Theorem 6.1 of [7] . The final equivalence follows from Lemma 4.4 of [7] , which says that (let
, and so when applying (−) ♭ to either side, we find that the result is the same. Proof. By the above lemma, it suffices to prove that (y, ·) → (y ♭ , ·) :
is an equivalence. Now, (−) ♭ : ♭X → X is an embedding because X is locally crisply discrete, so the map in question is an embedding as well. We just need to show it is surjective.
Suppose y : BAut X (x), seeking fib(y) . Because we are trying to prove a proposition, we may assume that p : x = y; but then (x ♭ , p) : fib(y).
As a corollary, we find that every x-bundle is locally constant.
Corollary 3.11. If X is locally crisply discrete and x :: X, then every x-bundle E on a type B is locally constant in the sense that E : B → BAut X (x) factors (uniquely) through S B.
By using Corollary 3.11 together with Theorem 2.15, we get a nice trick for showing that a map f : X → Y is an S-fibration. We just need give a crisply discrete type F :: Type S such that S fib f (y) is merely equivalent to F for all y : Y . Proof. By hypothesis, S fib f factors through BAut(F ). Since F is a crisp element of a locally discrete type, by Theorem 3.10 it is discrete and therefore S fib f factors through S Y . But then, by Theorem 2.15, f is a S-fibration.
We will use this trick in the next section to calculate the fundamental group of the circle and to characterize the n-fold coverings of the circle.
But first, we can prove two interesting corollaries of Theorem 3.10 conceringin ∞-groups. Recall that an ∞-group is a pointed, connected type BG whose loop space G is the group itself. If the ∞-group is crispthat is, both BG :: Type >0 and pt :: BG -then if G is crisply discrete, so is BG.
Corollary 3.13. Suppose that G is a crisply discrete ∞-group -it is a crisp ∞-group and G is discrete. Then its delooping BG is discrete.
Proof. Since BG is connected and G ≡ ΩBG is discrete, BG is locally discrete. Since pt :: BG is crisp, and BG ≃ BAut BG (pt), BG is discrete by Theorem 3.10.
By Proposition 2.27 of [1] , if G is and ∞-group with delooping BG, then ! G is an ∞-group with delooping ! Σ BG where ! Σ is the modality of !-separated types. For crisp ∞-groups, we can improve this by showing that S BG deloops S G.
Corollary 3.14. Suppose that G is a crisp ∞-group. Then B S G = S BG and (−)
The dashed arrow exists since S BG is S-separated. We know from Proposition 2.27 of [1] that the left map deloops (−) S : G → S G. But S Σ BG is a crisp ∞-group with Ω S Σ BG ≃ S G discrete, so by the above corollary, it is itself discrete. Therefore, the dashed map is an equivalence.
It just remains to show that S BG is connected, given that BG is. By Corollary 9.12 of [7] , (−) S : BG → S BG is surjective. Suppose that u, v : S BG, seeking u = v . Since u = v is a propostion, we may assume that u ≡ (a)
Since BG is connected, we have that a = b , so applying (−) S gives our desired equality.
Applications
In this section, we give some basic examples to show how the notion of S-fibration can be used to do algebraic topology in Real Cohesive HoTT. In particular, we will calculate the fundamental group of the topological circle S 1 without passing through the higher inductive circle S 1 . We will then define an n-fold cover of a space B, and characterize the n-fold covers of S 1 .
Proof. Consider the map r : R → S 1 defined by r(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ). Over (x, y) : S 1 , the fiber of r is r * (x, y) :≡ {θ : R | cos θ = x sin θ = y}. We will show that r * (x, y) is merely equivalent to Z. For any θ : r * (x, y) and k : Z, we have that θ + 2πk : r * (x, y). This gives map λk. θ + 2πk : Z → r * (x, y). Moreover, given any other ϕ : r * (x, y), the difference ϕ − θ is an integral multiple of 2π, which gives us a map λϕ.
ϕ−θ 2π : r * (x, y) → Z. These maps are clearly inverse, and since r is merely surjective there is always some θ we may choose to make this equivalence.
We have therefore shown that r * : S 1 → Type factors through BAut(Z). 6 But Z is crisply discrete, so by Corollary 3.12, r is a fibration.
Finally, we complete the proof by applying the definition of a S-fibration. Since
is a fiber sequence and r a S-fibration, Z → * → S S 1 is a fiber sequence, showing that Ω S S 1 ≃ Z.
In [9] , Wellen describes covering space theory from the modal point of view. He argues that a covering should be a map c : E → B which is S 1 -étale and whose fibers are sets, where S 1 is the modality whose modal types are discrete 1-types. This is justified in part by the fact (Lemma 6.1.23 of [4] ) that !-equivalences lift uniquely along !-étale maps; since the inclusion * → R is an S 1 -equivalence, coverings satisfy the unique homotopy lifting property.
Definition 4.2.
A covering is a S 1 -étale map c : E → B whose fibers are sets, where S 1 is the modality whose modal types are discrete 1-types.
In light of Lemma 2.14, we get a nice trick for showing that a map is a covering. Proof. Since being a discrete set is a proposition and all the fibers of c are merely equivalent to a discrete set, they are discrete sets.
By Corollary 3.11, the map fib c : B → BAut Type S 0 (F ) factors through S B and further through S 1 B since the codomain is a 1-type. Therefore, by Lemma 2.14, c is S 1 -étale.
This lemma gives us a nice way of defining an n-fold cover -that is, a covering map whose fibers have exactly n points. In other words, an n-fold cover of B is a map f : B → BAut(n).
By Corollary 3.11, an n-fold cover depends only on the homotopy type of B, in that every such cover f : B → BAut(n) factors uniquely through S B (it in fact only depends on the fundamental groupoid S 1 B, since BAut(n) is a 1-type). This fact lets us characterize the n-fold covers of the circle. Theorem 4.5. Let n : N. The type of n-fold covers of S 1 whose fiber over (1, 0) is identified with a fixed n-element set {1, . . . , n} is equivalent to the type Aut(n) of permutations of n elements.
Proof. First, we note that since N is crisply discrete, we may assume without loss of generality that n is crisp and that the fixed n-element set {1, . . . , n} is also crisp. The type in question is (f : S 1 → BAut(n)) × f (0, 1) = {1, . . . , n} the type of pointed maps from the circle to BAut(n). By Corollary 3.11, this is equivalent to the type (f : S S 1 → BAut(n)) × f (0, 1) S = {1, . . . , n}.
By Theorem 9.5 of [7] , (S 1 → X) ≃ (S 1 → X) for any discrete X, and so the above type is equivalent to (f : S 1 → BAut(n)) × f (pt) = {1, . . . , n} which, by the universal proposty of S 1 , is equivalent to Ω BAut(n) ≃ Aut(n).
Looking at some examples of n-fold coverings (such as Figure 2 ), we might get the idea that the set of connected components of the total space corresponds to the cycle type of its induced permutation. Somewhat more objectively, we might expect that the set of connected components of the total space should correspond to the set of orbits of the action of the induced permutation on the elements of a fiber. We can prove this using a nice modal argument. Theorem 4.6. Let f : S 1 → BAut(n) be an n-fold covering of the circle whose fiber over (1, 0) is identified with {1, . . . , n}, and let ϕ : Aut(n) be the corresponding permutation. Then the set of connected components of the total space of f is equivalent to the set of orbits of the action of ϕ on {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. The set of connected components of the total space of f is S((s : S 1 ) × fst(f (s))) 0 .
On the other hand, S S 1 ≃ S 1 is a B Z and the unique factorization Bϕ of f through S 1 corresponds to the homomorphism Z → Aut(n) picking out ϕ. Since the action of Aut(n) on {1, . . . , n} is given by the projection fst : BAut(n) → Type, the action of ϕ on {1, . . . , n} is given by the composite fst •Bϕ. The set of orbits of this action is (u : S 1 ) × fst(Bϕ(u)) 0 .
To prove these are equivalent, we will give an equivalence S((s : S 1 ) × fst(f (s))) ≃ (s : S 1 ) × fst(Bϕ(u)). Taking the triangle [5] ), and since S-connected maps are closed under pullback (by Theorem 1.34 of [5] ), the map on the top is S-connected and is therefore an S-equivalence. Finally, since (s : S 1 ) × fst(Bϕ(u)) is discrete, we have arrived at the equivalence we wanted.
The above proof actually proves something stronger than we expected -the homotopy type of the total space is the homotopy quotient of the action of its corresponding permutation on an n element set. Looking at topology through the modal prism, what seems like a difficult generalization might just be a pit-stop along the way.
